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Task Management
Curo365 utilizes its own proprietary tasking system, in conjunction with the tools native to Microsoft
Office, to ensure that every instruction disseminated or received by a member of your firm, and the
action associated with the instruction, has a corresponding time entry that can be billed to a client.

Time Tracking
Time tracking (billing) is standard with any practice management solution. However, the way Curo365
facilitates time tracking enables users to be dramatically more efficient and productive.

Calendaring
Curo365 takes the already amazing task, appointment, and follow-up functions contained in Microsoft
Out-look, and enhances them in ways that are designed to make law firms more productive and profitable.

Invoicing
Our invoicing process allows for the dynamic control and approval of time entries on a schedule that
makes sense for each law firm without sacrificing productivity. Curo365 enables the billing review process
to occur contemporaneously with the completion of the work.

Accounting
Curo365 makes it simple and easy for accounting staff to manage a law firm’s accounting, and Curo365’s
reporting functions allow other users to see key data points to keep the firm profitable and running well.

Collections

Curo365 was designed to assist law firms with collections, which is important from both cash-flow and
customer satisfaction perspectives. Curo365 has features that allow accounting staff and administrative
users to set thresholds, create automated notices related to a matter’s financial status, and communicate
useful data to attorneys and paralegals.

Dashboards & Reports

Unique to the Curo365 solution is the ability to manage a firm, independent offices, practice groups and
individuals all from a single dashboard. These dashboards provide business data in easy-to-use tables and
charts so that partners can easily monitor performance and progress.

Data Migration
When migrating your data from your current productivity solution, our specialists work directly with
your team to capture all important and critical information into Curo365.
Curo365 was designed and developed by PrenticeWorx, a Microsoft Gold Partner, to enhance the amazing native capabilities
of Microsoft products for the benefit of law firms around the world. Even though Curo365 was designed to solve problems
experienced by large international law firms, it’s affordable enough to be used by small and mid-sized firms as well.
Contact us to schedule a demonstration at www.curo365.com

